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Parkinson’s antiquated gaze on show
Nidhi Gupta

In November 1956, fashion photographer Norman Parkinson’s
photo spread, shot in India, appeared in British Vogue. Dreamy
images of models in what we today call ‘vintage couture’, with
one reclining on a boat in the
middle of a lotus-speckled lake
in Kashmir or standing next to
a dark-complexioned Indian girl
with her hands folded in namaste
in another, for instance, were
meant to capture the essence of an
‘exotic’ and ‘mystic’ India. Harper’s Bazaar editor Diana Vreeland
reportedly commented, “How
clever of you, Mr Parkinson, also
to know that pink is the navy blue
of India...”
She was referring to the splurge
of colour in his pictures, which
was quite a novelty in an age
where fashion photography was
largely made up of mundane stu-

dio shots in monochrome, dominated by a palette of blue or black.
This was considered Parkinson’s
greatest contributions to the field
– an infusion of colour and naturalism into a world of wooden
poise.
Fifty-six years later, Tasveer is
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contributions to
the field fashion
photography was an
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world of wooden poise.
hosting an exhibition comprising
28 of Parkinson’s most remarkable works, of which 15 were
taken in India. Titled ‘Pink is the
Navy Blue of India’, the show has
been curated by Nathaniel Gas-

Floating with flowers and The Pillars of Quwwat-Ul-Islam Mosque at dusk by Norman Parkinson

kell, Shalini Gupta and Abhishek
Poddar.
The idea of India that Parkinson

essayed in his pictures seems to
adhere to a dominant Western
gaze that looked at the country

through a prism of stereotypes.
After all, can there be bigger clichés than a snake charmer or the

Taj Mahal, which Parkinson has
used as backdrops? Gupta clarifies: “Parkinson’s commission
from Vogue was to click the models
in never-seen-before locations and
his aim was to make them pretty.
He has only tried to infuse a bit of
Indianness into these pictures.”
Gaskell concedes that there may
have been an underlying stereotypical notion of India that Parkinson re-projects, but he says
this wasn’t on purpose. “It was
after India got its Independence
that Parkinson came here. Sure,
there was a certain way the West
looked at this country even then,
but his idea was not to make political comments. He was just
playing around with what people
associated with India back then,”
he states.
Fashion photographer Atul
Kasbekar places Parkinson
among the greats, almost at par
with the American photographer Richard Avedon. “It may be

stereotypical now, but if you look
at the era when he took those pictures, what he did was pioneering
work. Also, one has to appreciate
the humour behind them,” he
points out.
So why exhibit these pictures
in India now? “We see a growing
interest in photography in India
and we thought we could give
people access to a world-famous
artist in this arena,” Gaskell says.
Purely in the realm of capturing
beauty, Parkinson’s pictures harbour an energy and dynamism
that is at par with modern-day
fashion photography, according
to Gupta.
This exhibition, then, must be
seen simply for its retro-magnificence, not through the lens of any
political underpinnings.
‘Pink is the Navy Blue of India’ is on
till 31 January, between 11 am and 7
pm, at The Stainless Gallery, New
Delhi.

Pablo’s long love for Mumbai Decoding Indian
shines through
Classical Theatre
Manjusha Madhu

T

he opium den manager
reclines, fleeting light
in the background.
His eyes seem lost and his
entire being exudes a curious idleness – restless and
inert at the same time. Meet
Bengali, one of the many
seemingly non-descript characters that populate Pablo
Bartholomew’s latest exhibition Chronicles of a past life,
Bombay (1970s-80s) at Photoink gallery, Jhandenwala.
An astounding collection
of 102 black and white images captured by a young
Bartholomew in the ’70s
tells the story of his long love
affair with Bombay. Each
picture tells you something
about the place, its people and
through them the man who is
Pablo Bartholomew. “I grew
up in Delhi. Back then it was
extremely stratified and was
almost a village. Excepting
the fact that it was the power
capital, it had nothing else.
Bombay on the other hand
had many layers – money,
showbiz, etc. Bombay gave
me a chance to become someone,” says Bartholomew.
The Bombay he talks about,
through the magic of his lens,
is poetic and evocative. The
mosque in Pydhonie with
its towering minarets and
bright lights speak of the
grandeur of the city. A man
running in the rain reminds
the visitor of Bombay’s fiery

Coolies reading a newspaper by Pablo Bartholomew

In Bartholomew’s
pictures, the bold and
the beautiful give way
for the ‘pariah’, the
eternal outsider who
knows not how, when
or if to blend in.

The opium den manager by Pablo Bartholomew

monsoons. The Olympia cafe
and the beer bar pictures tell
you about fun, joy making
and simply hanging out with
friends.
Yet, it is his ‘people’, the

subaltern lives he chose to
immortalise, that set Bartholomew’s work apart.
Any city is about its people
– the ordinary men and
women who live and die

within its shadow lines. In
Bartholomew’s pictures,
the bold and the beautiful
give way for the ‘pariah’, the
eternal outsider who knows
not how, when or if to blend
in. Thus, eunuchs, beggars,
rag pickers, homeless and

shop boys all dazzle in his
works. “I wanted to capture
the outsider, the man pushed
to the fringe. Voices from the
margin always drew me,” he
explains.
Even Bollywood, in his
photos, is not about the big
bucks or the badshahs and begums, but about the millions
of extras and low-rung technicians who have, over the
decades, made the industry
what it is today. They speak
to you about the lure of Bombay, its ability to entice and
draw to her innumerable
millions looking for a means
to survive or simply to live a
beautiful dream. “I used to be
a still photographer who was
one of the most dispensable
people in the movie business.
I was automatically drawn to
the sub cultures of the film industry – the support system
of filmmaking,” he adds.
When Marxist theorist Antonio Gramsci first employed
the term ‘subaltern’ in early
20th century, the idea of rendering a voice to those outside
the structures of power was
novel yet unwelcome. Since
then the concept has only
grown with the everyday lives
of ordinary folk commanding attention and gaining
prominence and vibrancy in
various disciplines. It is this
spirit of the subaltern and
the concept of ‘everyday’ that
Bartholomew inadvertently
brings forth in this breathtaking exhibition.

Pawanpreet Kaur

Art is never devoid of emotion, which is what makes it
a reflection of human nature.
Whether it is the Raskhan’s
poetry or Madhubani paintings, classical Indian art traditions advocate transcendence of sukha and dukha,
without ever attempting
emotional abnegation.
In Natyashastra, the ancient treatise on dramaturgy,
Bharatamuni exalts ananda,
the rightful pleasure principle, something that the
West finds unnatural, given
its leaning towards realism.
In a talk on Classical Indian
Theatre held at the National
School of Drama as part of
the 14th Bharat Rang Mohotsav recently, world renowned
Indologist, Prof M. Krzysztof
Byrski, extrapolated on the
writings of Bharatamuni,
attempting to enquire how
truly Sanskrit theatre is a
replica of human nature.
Prof. Byrski studied Sanskrit at the Banares Hindu
University and went on
to translate Natyashastra
and Kamasutra into Polish.
“Western theatre is often a
slave to realism. But acting
is not attached to discursive
reality, as it transcends temporal and spatial exigencies.
According to Bharatamuni,
the theatrical experience is
essentially to generate beneficial expression that he calls
hittopdesh,” said Byrski.

Professor Krzysztof Byrski with NSD chairman Amal Allana

Much like the
Bollywood films today,
which are harshly
judged as the opium of
the masses, Sanskrit
theatre gives people the
strength to face life

He also pointed out that
theatre is in itself an enquiry
into human conduct. “The
reason Natyashastra gives
significance to living because
in the absence of samsara, the
atma cannot attain nirvana,”
he said.
Indian theatre then is truly
organic as it seeks to heighten human experiences. “We
cannot comprehend theatre
till we understand the world.
Natyashastra therefore talks
about the stage as a virtual
space of tasting pure emo-

tions,” he explained.
The Natyashastra’s mythological account of the origin
of theatre too was made interesting in the light of our social
realities. Due to the classbased fault lines in ancient
India, knowledge of the Vedas was limited to the Brahmins. “Bharatamuni writes
that Lord Indra requested
Lord Brahma to create a fifth
Veda, one that would be accessible to all varnas (classes)
and therefore democratic,”
explains Bryski.
Sanskrit theatre also extricates the audience from
the mundane. “It gives you
a possibility of experiencing
reality without the pain it
involves. Much like the Bollywood films today, though
they are harshly judged as
the opium of the masses, they
are more like a medicine that
gives people the strength to
face life,” he says, adding that
this is what made Sanskrit
theatre very unique.
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Damien Hirst at the
India Art Fair

Paris theatre’s stage Bonham’s appoints
hands demand égalité new India rep

Internationally renowned
British artist and art collector Damien Hirst is reportedly coming to India to
attend the India Art Fair.
Hirst, worth £ 215 million,
will be arriving in Delhi to
participate in the fourth edition of the Art Fair scheduled to begin from January 25. His
London-based gallery, the Other Criteria, has confirmed attendance for the art fair.

A 332-year-old pay agreement, signed during the reign of King
Louis XIV, has led to an indefinite strike at the famed Comédie
Française, the most prestigious theatre company in France.
The classical theatre company has cancelled its published
programme after backstage staff called an indefinite strike
against a pay and bonus system, which has been unchanged
since 1680. Over 75% of the company’s annual profits are distributed among 36 leading actors while the remainder is divided between 320 technicians, administrators, junior actors
and pensionnaires. Unions complain that technicians can no
longer survive on their monthly salaries and small bonuses.

British auction house Bonhams has appointed Gayatri
Juneja as a representative
based in New Delhi where
she will act as a liaison between Bonhams UK and India. Juneja has worked with a
number of top London galleries and art advisors. Her background gives her an understanding of the art markets in the UK and her Indian upbringing will
assist Bonhams in India, the auction house said in a statement.

M.S. Ponnuthayi, the first woman artist to play nadaswaram,
a south Indian musical instrument, passed away in Madurai
recently. Ponnuthai, 83, died due to stomach ulcer and kidney failure. Born in 1929, she learnt nadaswaram at the age
nine from renowned exponent Natesa Pillai and gave her first
concert when she was 13. Ponnuthai performed alongside renowned artists such as T.N. Rajarathinam Pillai, Thiruvegattar and Tiruuveezhimizhaiyar and also played for All India
Radio for over 40 years. She won numerous awards, including
the Kalaimamani, which was given to her by the Tamil Nadu
government recognising her contribution to music.

‘Wikiplay’ tells
Assange’s story

India’s first woman
photojournalist dies

Young artist to have
his name up in space

Tribute to Husain at
Art Dubai 2012

Man in the Middle, a play on the life of WikiLeaks founder
Julian Assange, opened in Britain recently. Written by the
award-winning Australian playwright Ron Elisha and directed by Lucy Skilbeck, the play puts together news, videos
and articles about Assange’s life. It premiered in Sydney earlier
this year and was re-worked to include more recent events in
Assange’s life. The focus is on two factors: when WikiLeaks
released thousands of secret government cables and the sexual
assault charges by two Swedish women against Assange. The
characters include several politicians like the Russian president Dmitry Medvedev, Barack Obama and David Cameron.

Homai Vyarawalla, the country’s first woman photojournalist, recently passed away
in Vadodara at the age of 98.
Vyarawalla had slipped in
her residence and fractured
a hip bone. She was suffering
from interstitial lung disease
that ultimately resulted in her death. Born in 1913 in Navsari,
Gujarat, Vyarawalla began her career in Mumbai and went on
to document the birth of India as a nation.

A 10-year-old Irish artist will soon have his name in Earth’s
orbit as a satellite is to be named after him. Adam Vaughan
from Dublin won an art competition organised by the European Commission and will now have one of the 30 satellites
being put into orbit as part of the Galileo Satellite Programme
named after him. Children in all of the 27 EU countries were
invited to enter the competition with the theme, ‘Space and
Aeronautics’. Vaughan’s entry, The Solar System, won the prize
out of more than 200 entries, which were submitted for the
competition in Ireland. It will cost €100 million to build and
launch the satellite.

Four top Indian galleries
will showcase select classic and contemporary artworks, including a tribute
to M.F. Husain, at the Art
Dubai 2012. The four-day
Art Fair, beginning March
21, will present works by
over 500 artists. The Indian galleries to be rostered in the fair
include Chemould Presscott Road, Experimenter, Galerie
Mirchandani+Steinruecke and Seven Art.

First woman to play
the nadaswaram dies

